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Abstract

Multicore architecture enables higher throughput with lowered energy consump-

tion than traditional unicore processors. Thus processors with 16 or more cores are

expected to be emerged at the market in a decade. The use of hard real-time systems

are becoming wider and the functions of them are getting more complex. As a result

the multicore systems are expected to be widely used in the real-time systems in the

near future. By the way, adopting DVS(dynamic voltage scaling) to the multicore

processors have a limitation that all the cores in a processor should operate at a same

clock frequency always. This is from the design complexity and manufacturing cost.

By the constraint the energy efficiency of a multicore processor is less than that of a

multiprocessor system with DVS because when a core requires higher performance

than the others all the cores in the processor should operate at the needless high

performance. In traditional multiprocessor systems, DVS real-time scheduling is

generally done in the way of partitioning the task set into each processors and doing

the single processor DVS real-time scheduling for each processors. However, blindly

adopting existing DVS algorithms which do not consider the restriction will result

in a waste of energy. Based on the partitioning approach this dissertation suggests

Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm which redistributes tasks over the cores on the

fly to maintain the partitioned task set well-balanced. To assure that the dead-lines

are not violated by moving tasks across the cores, the notion of permanent slack

and task slack is suggested. A task migration is only allowed when appropriate

slack exists in the destination core. The correctness of the suggested method is

easily proved. Another major drawback of multicore architecture is relatively high

leakage power under low load. The leakage power increases linearly to the number of

integrated circuits. Under low load the decreased dynamic power consumption can

not offset the increased leakage power. Thus on the contrary under the load below
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a certain threshold, the more integration of cores results in inefficiency of energy.

Dynamic Core Scaling adjusts the number of active cores on the fly reacting to the

change of dynamic load. By shrinking and expanding the number of active cores,

it maintains near-optimal number of active cores. The shrinking operation is done

by migrating all the tasks from an active core to the others. The task migration

mechanism used in this is same as that of Dynamic Repartitioning. Thus it also

guarantees the dead-lines. The suggested algorithms were evaluated with the sim-

ulation which employed the system model widely used in many related works. The

evaluation results were compared to those with Cycle-Conserving algorithm. The

results show that Dynamic Repartitioning saves energy by about 8% even with the

best energy-efficient partitioning algorithm and up to 25% with the other partition-

ing algorithms. The results also show that Dynamic Core Scaling reduces energy

consumption by about 26% under low load conditions with the best energy-efficient

partitioning algorithm and up to 33% with the other partitioning algorithms.
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1. Introduction

This dissertation introduces the research on energy-efficient real-time scheduling on

multicore processor and its results.

1.1 Real-Time Systems

The correctness of a real-time system implies not only the correctness of processing

results but also the timeliness of the results. Especially the importance of periodic

real-time systems which guarantees keeping dead-lines of periodically executed tasks

grows as their use increases in many fields. The periodic real-time systems are widely

used already in multimedia applications, communication equipments, measuring and

sensing devices and embedded controllers of many complex machineries.

The periodic real-time systems require scheduling algorithms which are able to

schedule the given task sets of which period, dead-line and worst case execution time

are known in advance. In real-time systems, an algorithm A can schedule a task set

B means that by using A all the tasks in B will be completed while keeping their

own dead-lines always.

For the last two decades many researches have been done on the periodic real-

time scheduling algorithms for diverse target systems with many difference char-

acteristics. Among many scheduling problems, some have optimal solutions with

feasible complexity and some are identified as NP-hard class problem. An optimal

algorithm means that scheduling of all the theoretically schedulable task sets will

not be failed to be scheduled with the algorithm. If the target problem have no

optimal solution with feasible complexity, heuristic algorithms which are tailored

for the target environment will be used.

The scheduling of preemptible periodic tasks on a single processor which is the

most common type of commodity real-time systems has a well-known optimal al-

gorithm with feasible complexity[6]. Moreover a heuristic algorithm which is more

1



widely used in the real world for its simplicity[7] was also suggested. EDF (earliest-

dead-line-first) is the optimal algorithm and RM (rate-monotonic) algorithm is the

heuristic one[6]. Both these algorithms assume that schedulers know the worst case

execution times (WCET) and the release periods of all tasks. All tasks in the as-

sumption are preemptible. In other words they can suspend their execution and also

resume after executing other tasks.

Recently the use of real-time systems evolves from the primitive reactions to

external stimulus toward more intelligent and complex missions through the im-

provement of hardware and software. Thus tons of works on scheduling real-time

tasks with concurrent processing units like distributed systems and multiprocessing

systems have been done. Especially, because the scheduling problem of real-time

tasks under multiprocessing environments is NP-hard problem[8], many heuristic

algorithms which were tailored to diverse target environments have been suggested.

Real-time scheduling heuristics are roughly categorized into two groups: global

scheduling[9, 10, 11] and partitioning scheduling[12, 13, 14]. Global scheduling maps

all tasks in a task set into all processing units simultaneously. On the contrary

partitioning scheduling follows a divide-and-conquer manner. At the initial stage,

It divides a task set onto each processing unit. Scheduling the assigned tasks to

each processing unit is done with the existing single processor real-time scheduling

algorithms by cores individually.

The superiority of a heuristic scheduling algorithm is about how much portion

of task sets which can be scheduled theoretically are successfully scheduled with the

heuristic. Due to the undeterminable nature of heuristics, the performance of both

the global scheduling and the partitioning scheduling depend on the configuration

of target systems and the properties of target task sets. Generally as the number

of processing units is smaller the global scheduling performs the better[15]. The

performance of global scheduling , however, diminishes as the number of processing

units grows. In addition also the computational overhead increases to the growth of

the number of processing units[15]. Especially in case that the number of processing

units is large the partitioning scheduling is preferred because the well-built existing

real-time scheduling algorithms can be used directly upon each partitioned task
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set[13].

1.2 Energy Efficiency and High Performance

With accompanying the need for high performance, the need for energy efficiency also

grows rapidly due to the increasing use of sensor networks and mobile equipments.

Dynamic power Pdynamic is consumed during executing instructions in a CMOS-

based processor. Pdynamic have a relationship with its operating clock f and oper-

ating voltage Vdd such as Pdynamic ∝ V 2
dd · f [16]. By the property of CMOS circuit,

f can be raised only proportionally to Vdd. As a result Pdynamic increases propor-

tionally to f3.

The most intuitive method to improve the performance of a processor is in-

creasing its clock frequency. Actually in the last decade processor vendors compete

against each other for increasing the clock frequency. As a result the state of the

art processors in the market have vast power consumptions which is from several

tens to few hundreds Watt. This is a major obstacle to employing high performance

processors in mobile equipments which have the limited energy source.

For this reason an alternative approach other than increasing frequency is re-

quired. Recently, with the aid of improved circuit integration density, the ven-

dors have tried to integrate more than one processing element in a chip. Based

on this, multicore processors which have more than two traditional processors in a

chip emerged. Compared to the traditional single processor, a multicore processor

achieves same throughput with less frequency[17].

On the contrary to the traditional unicore processors which increase throughput

by finishing tasks one by one quickly, multicore processors produce high throughput

by executing multiple tasks concurrently on several cores in them. As a result in

case of requiring higher throughput, by integrating more cores we can get it for the

linear increase of the power consumption to the increase of the throughput. Thus the

processor vendors is concentrating on integrating more cores, not raising frequency.

Intel announced that within a decade they will produce processors having more than

16 cores[18].
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Together with multicore architecture, DVS (dynamic voltage scaling) is a fa-

vored technology to enhance energy efficiency of microprocessors. By executing

performance adjustment instructions, DVS changes clock frequency and operating

voltage of a processor during its operation. On the low load a processor can save

energy by lowering clock frequency and operating voltage. As described above dy-

namic power consumption is proportional to the cubic of clock frequency, the benefit

from lowered clock frequency is quite much.

In periodic real-time system, WCET of a task is the guaranteed bound of its

execution time in the worst case as the name represents. In general the actual exe-

cution time, however, is variable and sometimes far short from its WCET. Thus the

actual load of a task set is lower than the expected load at the scheduling time. This

makes DVS as an essential feature of processors embedded in mobile equipments. In

multicore processors this does not differ. Moreover the raised performance of mul-

ticore architecture tends to be excessively high in most of time. And as a result the

needless power consumption due to that is also increased. Thus the need for DVS

feature in multicore processors is more than it in traditional unicore processors.

However, the independent throttling of each core requires much overhead at

design and manufacturing stages. To use different clock frequencies in each core, each

core should be designed as an individual clock domain. In addition to use different

operating voltages in each core, same number of voltage regulators are required.

Until now due to these obstacles the independent throttling is not used on the off-the-

shelf processors[19]. And this trend seems to go on for some time[5]. Actually Intel

Core-DuoTM and Pentium DTM which are the representative multicore processors

in the market are designed to use same operating voltage and clock frequency for

all cores in a chip.

This dissertation uses the multicore architecture that has the constraint to run

periodic real-time systems. In this model if a task executed in a core requires more

performance than the other tasks in the other cores, all cores should be operated at

the highest frequency among demanding frequency of each core. As a result if there

are differences among the demanding performances, the waste of energy happens.

Thus to increase energy efficiency in this system the demanding performances of all
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cores should be similar all the time.

1.3 Reducing Power Consumption in Multicore Proces-

sor

The existing researches about DVS of real-time system mainly employee the way

which uses existing unicore processor DVS algorithms[20, 21, 1] at each core after

partitioning a task set[12, 22]. The resulting partition state varies according to

the partitioning algorithm. As described above the dynamic power consumption in-

creases cubically to the operating frequency increase, the energy efficient partitioning

algorithm should try to produce partitioned set which has evenly distributed loads.

Without consideration of DVS, scheduling real-time tasks on a multicore system

is the same problem as scheduling real-time tasks on a multiprocessor system. For

that we can utilize the existing scheduling algorithms. With consideration of DVS,

however, due to the inability of independent performance adjustment it shows less

effectiveness to adopt the existing algorithms blindly into multicore systems.

In multicore systems if there are differences among the loads of partitioned task

set, it leads to significant waste of energy. Of course with well-balanced task parti-

tioning the demanding performance will be same or similar. However, although the

initial state is well-balanced the actual loads change to be much different because

the actual execution time of a task may be far less than its WCET. As a result even

with well-balanced partitions, in a local view, there happen many unbalanced states.

Thus in this paper we suggest dynamic repartitioning algorithm which dynami-

cally redistributes tasks already partitioned on each core based on the current load

status to maintain the load balance. The suggested algorithm makes the decisions

about the redistribution at every start and end point of all tasks when the dynamic

load changes.

In addition to the dynamic power which is consumed during the execution of

instructions there is another power consumption in a processor. Leakage power as

known as static power is consumed all the time while there is electric current in the

processor circuits. The leakage power Pleakage is correlated with Vdd as Pleakage ∝
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Vdd.

Because Pdynamic is cubic to f , generally in high frequency the power consump-

tion in processor is dominantly decided by Pdynamic. As the frequency goes down,

however, the portion of Pleakgage grows relatively. As a result in case that the exces-

sively many number of cores are used, the increase of Pleakage due to the addition of

more cores is greater than the decrease of Pdynamic.

Thus to get good energy efficiency with multicore architecture it is required that

the adequate number of cores for the target task set is used. The adequate number

of core is the point where the decrease of Pdynamic is same as the increase of Pleakage

by the addition of a core.

To reduce the leakage power which is consumed during idle periods the commod-

ity processors have sleep states which each core can be entered into on the fly. A

core can sleep independently to other cores. It is possible to calculate the optimal

number of cores to run a certain task set. However, the actual load changes from

the prediction due to the varying actual execution time. Thus the actual load is

hardly expectable. Thus the calculated core number based on the WCETs of tasks

becomes excessive during the actual run-time. Thus analogous to Dynamic Repar-

titioning, this dissertation suggests Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm which adjusts

dynamically the states of cores based on the current load.

The suggested algorithm calculates the energy-optimal number of active cores

for the partitioned task set at every scheduling point. If the result is more than

the current one, then it activates a slept core and changes partitioned task set to

be energy efficient by using Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm. On the contrary if

the result is less than the current one, after migrating all tasks from an active core

to other active cores it deactivates the core as far as all the resulting task sets are

able to be scheduled. The imbalance from the task migrations will be resolved the

suggested Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm.

Generally as the fabrication becomes finer, the dynamic power decreases and

the portion of the leakage to the total power consumption increases. Thus the

importance of reducing the leakage power will remain as a big problem in the future.

With Dynamic Repartitioning multicore systems can reduce their dynamic power
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consumption in the high load and with Dynamic Core Scaling they can also reduce

the leakage power in the low load.

The suggested algorithms were evaluated with simulation based on the energy

model following the parameters which was transformed into the-state-of-the-art

70nm fabrication process from Transmeta CrusueTM Processor. The energy con-

sumption is greatly dependant on the properties of target task sets. Thus the sim-

ulation was done by comparing the energy consumption for many task sets with

variety characteristics and also with different initial partitioning algorithms.

1.4 Organization

The dissertation has the following organization. In Chapter 2, we present the tech-

nical background about the properties of multicore processors and the existing re-

searches on energy efficient multiprocessor scheduling. DVS algorithms for unicore

processor real-time systems are also introduced. The task and energy models used

in this dissertation are defined in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 Dynamic Repartitioning

algorithm is suggested which adjusts the load-balance dynamically to reduce the

dynamic power consumption. And Chapter 5 introduces Dynamic Core Scaling al-

gorithm for reducing the leakage power consumption under low load. The evaluation

results of the two suggested algorithms and the analysis of them appear in Chapter

6. Finally we conclude our dissertation and suggest the future research topics in

Chapter 7.
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2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Multicore Architecture

2.1.1 Rise of Multicore

The representative approaches to increase processor performance are increasing f

to shorten the execution time for an instruction and increasing concurrency of in-

struction execution. Comparing to delivering cargo with trucks, the former can be

likened to increasing the truck speed and the latter can be likened to increasing the

capacity of a truck.

As stated in Introduction, the power consumption in CMOS circuits is propor-

tional to the cube of f . As a result, elevating f draws the dramatic increase of power

consumption as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Actually Intel Pentium 4TM needs over

130 Watt of power for executing instructions. The increased power consumption

relates to not only the operating time but also the heat dissipation. As a result

of the competition to raise f in the last decade, both the energy and the heat are

significant obstacles to design mobile equipments. Thus processor vendors are now

concentrating on the increasing not f but parallelism [23].

In the past there introduced many technologies like VLIW (very long instruc-

tion word) or super-scalar which achieved instruction-level parallelism have been

abandoned by the market or adopted and matured in the commodity processors.

However, instruction-level parallelism in a thread is known to be ineffective [24]. As

a result thread-level parallelism is becoming the potent candidate to break through

this situation.

Multithread architecture which is the primitive approach to thread-level paral-

lelism has multiple arithmetic units and concurrently running threads shares the

arithmetic units. Thus sometimes the performance decreases from resource compe-

tition among threads.

In multicore processors which is a novel approach to thread-level parallelism,

8



Figure 2.1: Designated power consumption of modern processors[3]

multiple traditional processor structures which are called cores are integrated. Each

core can execute instruction independently to the other cores. As a result, a multi-

core processor can concurrently execute instructions as many as the integrated cores

at a clock cycle. With multicore architecture, the power consumption is expected to

be limited linear to the throughput while with unicore architecture it is cubic. Thus

the multicore architecture is rapidly becoming a main stream.

Not only the reduced power consumption and heat dissipation but the perfor-

mance improvement from sharing processor-level cache memory is another benefit

of multicore architecture. Figure 2.2 shows the simplified architecture of Stanford

Hydra processor [4] which is the result of an early multicore research. Including

Hydra, most of multicore processors have processor caches that are shared by the

cores. Thus different from the traditional SMP systems, in case that a task which

is executed in a core is migrated to other core, the overhead from cold misses in

processor cache will be reduced much.

2.1.2 DVS and Multicore Processor

By the property of CMOS circuits f is dependant on Vdd. Thus changing the pro-

cessor performance requires the change of Vdd also. Vdd in a multicore processor is

9



Figure 2.2: Architecture of Hydra Processor[4]

Frequency

Vdd

Power
Consumption

Transition Down
Issued

Transition Up 
Issued

Processor Unavailable

Figure 2.3: Change of f , Vdd and power consumption during performance transition

shared by all cores. As a result all cores in a multicore processor should be operated

at the same f all the time.

This limitation will be resolved with separating cores to independent clock do-

mains and using the same number of voltage regulators as many as the integrated

cores. However, it costs much for design and manufacture. Thus the limitation

will exist for some time. Actually Intel R© Core-Duo R© and Pentium D R© which are

state of the art processors in the market employ EIST (Enhanced Intel SpeedStep R©
Technology) [25] which is a DVS feature. And the change of the performance in

them should be applied to all integrated cores as described above.

The performance transition with DVS feature consists of f and Vdd transitions
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as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Changing Vdd requires more time than changing f and

both of them can be processed concurrently. Thus time to change Vdd actually

determines the performance transition time. In EIST the required time to change

Vdd is 150µs while 10µs is required for changing f [26]. Although changing f needs

much shorter time, however, processor can not execute while it changes f . For

example, with EIST, a processor requires 150µs to finish a performance transition

and should suspend its job for 10µs during the transition. Both of the times are

short and expectable. Thus it is possible to use DVS in real-time systems.

2.1.3 Processor State in Multicore Processor

A processor ceaselessly consumes leakage power which is as known as static power

even while it does not execute any instruction. Thus to reduce power consumption

during idle period, processor vendors introduced multiple operating modes in their

processors

The representative operating modes set is the processor states defined in ACPI

(Advanced Configuration and Power Interface). ACPI defines the active state in

which the processor is able to execute instructions as C0 state. C1 and the above

states are defined as sleep states. In sleep states the processor is unable to execute

instruction. Each sleep state has different wake-up time. Generally higher state

consumes less energy and has longer wake-up time. These C-States are adopted in

many commodity processors.

Multicore processors generally have more integrated circuits compared to unicore

processors in the same fabrication technology generation. Thus the leakage power

of multicore processors are greater than that of unicore processors. As a result the

power consumption of multicore processors in idle period is greater than that of

unicore processors. To reduce the leakage power in idle, many commodity multicore

processors are equipped with the C-states. Different from DVS, each core has its

own C-state independently [27].

The decision for C-state transition is made by both software and hardware. The

cores in the state above C1 will be shifted to C0 state by the interrupts including

timer interrupt. The time to state transition is different with the origin state and
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Table 2.1: Example task set [1]

Task Period WCET Utilization cc1 cc2

τ1 8 ms 3 ms 0.375 2 1

τ2 10 ms 3 ms 0.300 1 1

τ3 14 ms 1 ms 0.071 1 1

the goal state. However, it varies from several tens to few hundreds µs.

The power consumption of Transmeta R© Crusoe R© Processor during idle at 600

Mhz is 6.8W in C0 state and 0.2W in C3 state [28]. The difference of the power

consumption in C0 state and sleep states increases as the fabrication process gets

finer and the clock frequency goes higher.

2.2 DVS on Unicore Processor

In this paper the WCET of a task will be taken as the time required to finish the

worst case execution path at maximum performance. The actual WCET of a task is

the scaled value of its WCET to the current performance and it increases linearly as

performance degrades. In this paper we will use the term utilization of a task to refer

to its WCET divided by its period. It means the fraction of processor time dedicated

to the task at maximum performance. A matter of course, the relative utilization of

a task which is based on its actual WCET is also grows as the performance degrades.

Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) is the optimal algorithm for preemptible, periodic,

real-time task scheduling. Defining the utilization of a task as the value of its WCET

divided by its period, EDF can guarantee meeting the deadlines of all task sets for

which the sum of all task utilization is less than 1. Based on this property, Pillai

et al. [1] suggested three DVS scheduling heuristics: Static, Cycle Conserving, and

Look Ahead.

The Static algorithm adjusts the clock frequency so that the total utilization of

all tasks is 1. For example the total utilization of the task set in Table 2.1 is 0.746. If

the execution time of all tasks is inversely proportional to the clock frequency, then

we can achieve the highest possible energy efficiency while still meeting all deadlines

12



(a) Initial schedule

(b) Actual execution flow for 2 rounds

Figure 2.4: Static algorithm on example task set

by scaling the performance down to 0.746 times the maximum clock frequency as

illustrated in Figure 2.4 (a).

A given task may be finished earlier than its WCET, and the actual execution

time changes with every period. If the tasks in Table 2.1 have actual execution times

as given in columns cc1 and cc2 during their first and second periods respectively,

then idle periods will occur even with executing at the frequency given by the Static

algorithm as shown in FIgure 2.4 (b). This means that the frequency could be

lowered further and more energy can be saved.

To exploit this phenomenon, the Cycle Conserving algorithm adopts the notion of

dynamic utilization which is updated whenever the tasks are scheduled and finished.

On the completion of a task, it updates the utilization based on the task’s actual

execution time. The next time the task begins executing, however, its utilization is

restored to the original value based on the task’s WCET. In this manner the Cycle

Conserving algorithm may choose a lower frequency than the Static algorithm during

the period between a task’s completion and the start of its next period. It thus saves
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more energy than the Static algorithm.

Figure 2.5 shows an example of the Cycle Conserving algorithm at work. The

actual execution time of τ1 is 2 ms (Figure 2.5a). The utilization of τ1 is thus

updated from 3/8 to 2/3 after its first execution, and the total utilization of the task

set decreases to 0.621. At this point (Figure 2.5b) the processor will be operated at

0.621 times the highest frequency. The utilization of τ2 drops from 3/10 to 1/10 after

completion, and as a result τ3 can be executed at 0.421 times the highest frequency.

The actual execution flow under the Cycle Conserving algorithm for both rounds is

shown in Figure 2.5c.

Cycle Conserving is expected to lead to a higher energy efficiency than the Static

algorithm, because it reduces the frequency during idle periods. As shown in Fig-

ure 2.5c, at the start of each new period it assumes the worst case for the current

task. As a result, the frequency tends to start high and decrease gradually as

tasks are completed. If the actual execution times of most tasks fall short of their

WCET, however, it is better to start with a low frequency and defer the use of high-

frequency processing as long as all deadlines can be met. This is the basic concept of

the Look-ahead algorithm. When actual execution times usually fall short of their

corresponding WCETs, the Look-ahead algorithm gives better results than Cycle

Conserving. In cases where the actual execution times are usually close to their

WCETs, however, Cycle Conserving is the better choice.

A variety of DVS algorithms have been proposed in addition to these. Aydin

et al. [20], for example, have suggested the GDRA (Generic Dynamic Reclaim-

ing Algorithm) and AGR (Aggressive Speed Adjustment) algorithms. GDRA is in

many respects similar to the Cycle Conserving algorithm; AGR, however, sets the

frequency based on the execution history of the tasks. Gruian et al. [21] suggested

an algorithm that starts at a low frequency and increases the processing speed grad-

ually based on the statistics of the actual execution times. Kim et al. [29] also

suggested the method to utilize slack time which is based on the expectation of

the slack time occurrences. These alternative approaches are helpful in cases where

trends are visible in the actual execution times, for example when the most recent

execution time is related to the previous one.
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Figure 2.5: Cycle Conserving algorithm on the example task set [1]
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Figure 2.6: Global scheduling approach

2.3 Power-Aware Scheduling on Multiprocessors

Besides the problem of deciding which task to execute at a certain time, multipro-

cessor real-time systems must also decide which processor the task will run on.

Intuitively, the natural way to schedule real-time tasks in multiprocessor systems

is global scheduling which is allocating an idle processor to a ready to be executed

task as illustrated in Figure 2.6. However, due to the general property of global

scheduling described in Section 1.1, recently global scheduling approach loses its

popularity as real-time systems are getting more complex and massive.

Partitioned scheduling2.7 is the most widely used solution to this NP-hard prob-

lem. In partitioned scheduling, every processor has its own task queue and in an

initial stage each task is partitioned into one of these queues. Each processor’s task

set is scheduled with a single-processor scheduling algorithm such as EDF or RM

[13, 14]. The partitioning itself is one variant of the well-known Knapsack prob-

lem, for which a number of heuristics such as Best-Fit, Worst-Fit, and Next-Fit are

known to work well.
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Figure 2.7: Partitioned scheduling approach

The partitioning approach has the advantage of utilizing DVS. Any of the many

possible DVS algorithms described in Section 2.2 can be used to adjust the frequency

of each processor and its associated task set. To maximize the energy efficiency,

however, the utilizations of each partitioned set should be well-balanced [12]; this is

because the dynamic power consumption increases as the cube of the utilization.

Aydin et al. [12] proved that it is also an NP-hard problem to partition a list

of tasks into a given number of sets that are optimally load balanced, with the

guarantee that each task set can be scheduled on the system. They also showed

that among well-known heuristics, WFD (worst fit decreasing) generates the most

balanced sets. WFD applies the worst-fit algorithm to the tasks after sorting them

in order of decreasing task utilization.

There are also many scheduling heuristics for the variety configurations of tar-

get environments. Gruian et al. [30] proposed a simulated annealing approach in

multiprocessor energy efficient scheduling with the considerations of precedence con-

straints and predictable execution time for each task. Chen et al. [31] suggested
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an approximation algorithm with different approximation bounds for processors

with/without constraints on processor speeds for the task set with common peri-

ods. Anderson et al. [22] the trade off between increasing the number of processor

and increasing the performance of each processor is explored and they also sug-

gested algorithms to solve the problem with static analysis. However, even though

the many works have been done, most of them are based on the static analysis of

the WCETs of tasks and have little consideration for utilizing slack time.

2.4 Power-Aware Scheduling on Multicore Processors

While much research has examined the problem of energy-efficient scheduling for

single-processor or multiprocessor systems, little work has been done on multicore

processors.

Nikitovic et al. [32] assumed an adaptive chip-multicore processor architecture

(ACMP), in which the cores have several operating modes (RUN, STANDBY, and

DORMANT) and can change their state dynamically and independently according

to the performance demand. They suggested some scheduling heuristics for ACMP

systems, and demonstrated that these heuristics save a significant amount of en-

ergy for non-real-time task sets compared to a high-frequency unicore processor.

Although this work introduced the benefits of processors with multiple cores that

can change their operating mode independently, it does not take into consideration

the demands of real-time task sets.

The first energy-efficient approach to real-time scheduling on a multicore pro-

cessor was suggested by Yang et al. [5], who assumed a DVS-enabled chip multipro-

cessor (DVS-CMP). In DVS-CMP systems, all cores share the same clock frequency

but a core can ‘sleep’ independently if it has no work to do. Yang et al. proved

that the energy efficient scheduling of periodic real-time tasks on DVS-CMP system

is an NP-hard problem. They thus suggested a heuristic algorithm for scheduling

a framed, periodic, real-time task model. In this model all tasks have the same

period, share a deadline which is equal to the end of the period, and start at the

same time. As shown in Figure 2.8, the suggested algorithm starts executing tasks
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Figure 2.8: Example schedule generated by heuristic algorithm [5] for DVS-CMP

at a low performance. As time goes on, cores with no tasks to run will be set to

the sleep state. When the number of sleeping cores increases, the frequency must

also increase to meet the deadlines of tasks that have not been finished yet. In this

manner the number of cores running in a high frequency mode is reduced, and a

significant amount of energy will be saved. The applications of this algorithm are

limited, however, because it can be only used for the framed real-time systems in

which all tasks have same dead-lines and starting points. Moreover it is also a static

approach. In other words, it does not take into account cases where the actual exe-

cution times may be shorter than the WCETs, which are close to the real world. If

this is so, then additional energy can be saved with a dynamic approach.
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3. System Model

3.1 Task Set Model

The assumed target tasks are executed periodically, and each should be completed

before its given deadline. A completed task rests in sleep state until its next period

begins, at the start of which the task will again be activated and prepared for

execution. The tasks have no interdependency.

A task set T is defined by (3.1), where τi is the i-th individual task in T . Each

task has its own predefined period pi and WCET wi; the latter is defined as the

maximum execution time required to complete τi at the highest possible processor

frequency. The real worst case execution time of τi thus increases from wi as the

clock frequency decreases. τi is released at every pi and should be completed before

the next release.

T = {τ(p, w), . . . , τn(pn, wn)} (3.1)

The utilization ui of task τi is defined by (3.2). A proportion ui of the total

number of cycles of a core will be dedicated to executing τi.

ui = wi/pi (3.2)

U , the total utilization of T , is defined as (3.3).

U =
∑

∀τi∈T
ui (3.3)

The processor S consists of multiple cores, and is defined in (3.4). The n-th core

in S is denoted Cn. The number of cores in S is denoted as m. Each core is assumed

to have identical structure and performance. We also assume that resource sharing

between the cores does not introduce any interference overhead.
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S = {C, . . . , Cm} (3.4)

F , the relative performance of S and the scaling factor for the operating clock

frequency, is a number between 0 and 1. If the performance demand on S is F , then

the actual frequency is the highest possible frequency of S multiplied by the factor

F .

The system follows the partitioned scheduling approach; any well-known heuris-

tic such as BFD, NFD, etc. may be adopted. The partitioned state of T on S is

denoted P, and the partitioned task set allocated to core Cn is denoted Pn. The

utilization of Pn is defined by (3.5).

Un =
∑

∀τi∈Pn

ui (3.5)

For ease of description and explanation, we further define the two functions given

by (3.6) and (3.7). Π(τi) gives the core that τi was initially partitioned into, and

Φ(τi) gives the core that τi is currently located in. This distinction is necessary

because we will dynamically migrate tasks between the cores.

Π(τi) = Cj in which τiwas initially partitioned (3.6)

Φ(τi) = Cj in which τiis currently partitioned (3.7)

Each partitioned task set is scheduled using EDF on its corresponding core.

The performance demand of each core is decided by running the Cycle Conserving

algorithm on each core individually.

To apply the Cycle Conserving algorithm, we define some dynamic variables. The

dynamic utilization li of task τi, which is initially equal to ui, is defined by (3.8).

After the execution of a task, li is updated using the most recent actual execution

time cci as the numerator of (3.2) instead of wi. After the period pi elapses the task

will be executed again, and may now meet the worst case execution conditions; the

utilization of the task will thus be reset to ui. The dynamic utilization will be used
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to make a performance decision on the fly.

li =





wi/pi if τi is unfinished

cci/pi if τi is finished
(3.8)

Ln, the dynamic utilization of core Cn, is defined by (3.9). Ln is the current

performance demand on Cn. Thus, as long as F is greater than Ln all the deadlines

of tasks in Cn will be met by the EDF scheduling algorithm. We will also use L to

refer to the dynamic utilization of a core when the context is unambiguous. Thus,

L of Ci also means Li.

Ln =
∑

∀ finished τi∈Pn

cci

pi
+

∑

∀ unfinished τi∈Pn

wi

pi
(3.9)

3.2 Power Model

The total power consumption of a CMOS-based processor consists of its dynamic

power Pdynamic and its leakage power Pleakage. We construct a processor model to

evaluate the energy efficiency of the proposed algorithms.

Most of Pdynamic is the capacitive switching power consumed during circuit charg-

ing and discharging. Generally it is the largest part in the processor power during

executing instruction. Pdynamic can be expressed in terms of the operating voltage

Vdd, the clock frequency f , and the switching capacity CL as follows [16]:

Pdynamic = CL · Vdd
2 · f (3.10)

The clock frequency f is itself related to several other factors, as given by (3.11).

The threshold voltage Vth is a function of the body bias voltage Vbs, as seen in

(3.12). Here Vth1 , ε, K1, and K2 are constants depending on the processor fabrication

technology. Generally ε is between 1 and 2, so raising Vdd above the threshold voltage

enables the processor to increase the clock frequency. In the assumed processor

model, the change of f is assumed to accompany with switching Vdd to the lowest

allowable point.
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f =
(Vdd − Vth)ε

LdK6
(3.11)

Vth = Vth1 −K1 · Vdd −K2 · Vbs (3.12)

Pleakage is caused by leakage current, which flows even while no instructions are

being executed. To calculate the leakage power consumption, we adopt a processor

power used in existing research [2, 33]. Pleakage mainly consists of the sub-threshold

leakage current Isubn and the reverse bias junction current Ij . Pleakage can be ex-

pressed as a function of these two variables, as in (3.13).

Isubn is defined by (3.14), where Lg is the number of components in the circuit.

K3, K4, and K5 are constants determined by the processor fabrication technology.

Pleakage = Lg · (Vdd · Isubn+ | Vbs | ·Ij) (3.13)

Isubn = K3 · eK4Vdd · eK5Vbs (3.14)

The processor cores are assumed to consume both Pdynamic and Pleakage while

executing instructions, and only Pleakage during idle periods.

A multicore processor actually has some shared components as well, such as

processor caches, buses, and so on. In this paper, we do not count the power con-

sumption from these shared components because our goal is to reduce the power

consumption of the cores themselves. The power consumption of a multicore pro-

cessor is thus simply obtained by summing the power consumption of the individual

cores.

The core is assumed to have two operating modes: an active state, in which it is

able to execute instructions, and a sleep state in which it ceases working and rests

with minimized power consuming. In the sleep state, the only possible operation

is a transition into the active state. In this paper we assume that the state transi-

tion introduces no additional overhead because this factor can be treated easily in

practical implementations.

In the sleep state it is assumed that there is no Pdynamic, and that Pleakage is 3%

of Pleakage at the active state with current frequency f [28].
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Table 3.1: Constants based on 65nm Technology [2]

Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value

K1 0.063 K6 5.26× 10−12 Ld 37

K2 0.153 Vbs −0.7 Lg 4× 106

K3 5.38× 10−7 Vth1 0.244 ε 1.5

K4 1.83 Ij 4.80× 10−10 fmin 1× 109

K5 4.19 CL 4.3× 10−10 fmax 3× 109

To simulate the power consumption model just described, we adopt the realistic

constants [2] given in Table 3.1. These constants have been scaled to 65nm tech-

nology, and are based on the original values [33] of Transmeta’s Crusoe Processor

which uses 180nm technology.

By adopting the constants in Table 3.1, we obtain the power consumption func-

tion depicted in Figure 3.1. As f decreases, the ratio of Pleakage to Ptotal increases.

Below 1.5 GHz, Pleakage is greater than Pdynamic. Pdynamic increases rapidly as f

increases, however, and Ptotal thus rapidly increases in the high f domain.
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4. Dynamic Repartitioning

4.1 Problem and Approach

Because Pdynamic ∝ f3, minimizing Pdynamic in a multicore processor for a given

task set is essentially the problem of generating partitioned task sets with the most

balanced utilization [12]. However, even though the initial partitioned state is well-

balanced the performance demand on each core changes frequently during run time.

The use of multicore processors lowers operating clock and reduces power con-

sumption. However, they still work in relatively high frequency range in which little

difference of clock frequency result in significant difference in power consumption.

The waste of energy in the assumed processor from unbalanced load distribution

was analyzed with a simple experiment.

Figure 4.1 (a) shows 4 configurations of work load distribution upon four pro-

cessing units. All configurations do the same amount of work at a unit interval.

In Case A, only two processing units have works to do. Case A shows the typical

configuration of unevenly partitioned states. In Case D, every processing unit has

same workload. Case D is an example of the optimal partitioning.

The energy consumption of each configuration executed by the processor model

in Section 3.2 is in Figure 4.1 (b). Multicore means all four processing units work at

the same performance level which is that of the core with the maximum workload.

In Multiprocessor, all the four processing units operate independently to match the

performance demand of each processor.

As expected, the results show that the more energy was consumed in Multicore

model than Multiprocessor model. In Multicore, the core with low load should be

operated at excessively high performance. Thus idle period occurs inevitably and

even in the idle period the core should remain in the high performance. As a result

the total energy consumption is decided by the highest load in the configuration.

For example, in Multiprocessor the energy consumption of Case B is less than
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that of Case A. However, in Multicore the energy consumptions of both configu-

rations are identical. This is because all the cores in both configurations operate

at the maximum performance to match the performance demand of Core 4. As a

result, the sum of processor working time is same for both configurations. And of

course the sum of idle periods is also same.

Thus to achieve a consistently low power consumption, the performance demand

of each core must stay balanced during operation. And the highest performance de-

mand should not be overwhelmingly high. We now suggest Dynamic Repartitioning,

a dynamic approach for balancing the load distribution of each core.

The variables Lmax and Lmin are defined as Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2.

They are respectively the maximum and the minimum L values among all cores at

calling time. Because the assumed system uses Cycle Conserving for deciding L,

Lmax and Lmin changes continually during the execution of the system.

∀Cn ∈ S, Lmax ≥ Ln (4.1)

∀Cn ∈ S,Lmin ≤ Ln (4.2)

As Lmin and Lmax changes as time flows. The core having Lmin and the core

having Lmax also change. The functions which return the current cores with Lmax

and Lmin respectively are defined as Formula 4.3 and 4.4. At every calling, Cmax

returns the core with the current maximum performance demand and Cmin returns

the one with the current minimal performance demand.

Cmax returns the core has Lmax (4.3)

Cmin returns the core has Lmin (4.4)

Our approach resolves the temporary unbalance of dynamic load by migrating

some tasks which are run in Cmax to Cmin. The migrated tasks will be executed

only for the current period in the immigrated core. Because migrating the completed

tasks incurs no change in the dynamic load, the victim tasks to be migrated will be

chosen among uncompleted tasks. The load change from the migration is able to be
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regarded as the update of L after an early completion of the migrated task under

Cycle Conserving algorithm as Equation 3.9. Thus if the source core is Csrc and the

migrated task is τi, Lsrc changes as follow.

Lsrc = Lsrc − wi

pi
+

cci

pi
(4.5)

The dead-line of τi at current period is defined as di. di will be updated at every

release point. If the destination core of the task migration is Cdst, the change of Ldst

is expressed as Equation 4.6. Here, tc means the current time when the migration

occurs.

Ldst = Ldst +
wi − cci

di − tc
(4.6)

Equation 4.6 means that the performance demand for finishing the migrated task

before its dead-line is added to Ldst. The additional performance demand is defined

by the unexecuted cycles of the migrated task divided by the remaining period. The

raised performance from the migration should be maintained until di even when the

task is completed earlier than that. By doing so, executing the migrated task does

not steal processor cycles from other tasks in the destination core and keeps the

dead-lines of them.

Although a task was migrated from other core already, within the period it may

become a good candidate for future migrations again depending on the situation.

Multiple migrations of a task may result in the case that the source core of a migra-

tion before becomes the next destination core. So Equation 4.5 should be generalized

because it only considers the case that the victim task was released and have been

executed entirely on the core until the migration occurs. For that two more variables

are introduced as Equation 4.7 and 4.8.

cli = executed cycles at admission of τi (4.7)

tai = admission time of τi (4.8)

cli is executed time of τi at the last admission moment scaled to the maximum
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performance. It means the executed cycles at the admission point of the current

core. The ways for a task to be admitted to a core are only two. One is being

released at the core and the other is being migrated from other cores. If the task

was released at the current core and has been never migrated to the other cores, cli

is 0.

tai is the admission time to the current core. If the task was released at the

current core and has been executed without any migration then tai is the release

time of the current period. If the task was migrated from the other core, then tai is

the migration time. Because the executed cycles until the last admission is cli and

cci means the executed time until the present, cci at tai becomes cli.

By using these two variables the generalized form of Equation 4.5 is defined as

Equation 4.9.

Lsrc = Lsrc − wi − cli
di − tai

+
cci − cli
di − tai

(4.9)

In Equation 4.9, the performance demand added at the migration of τi is removed

and the performance demand to compensate the executed cycles of τi is added. The

compensation part is similar to that of the task completion under Cycle Conserving

algorithm. As a result the other tasks left in the source core will get additional

processor cycles which were consumed by the migrated task until the dead line of

it. Thus all the dead-lines of the left tasks can be kept on.

However, only providing the performance of Lsrc and Ldst does not guarantee

the dead-lines. Assume that τi was migrated into Cm and have been executed. If a

task τj is released in Cm then Lm can exceeds 1.0 and that is beyond the processor

performance. In such case, a task should be exported from Cm to the other cores

to lower Lm below 1.0. However, sometimes evenly redistributed partitions can not

allow any task to be exported to the others. This causes the dead-line violations of

some tasks in Cm.

To prevent this situation, Dynamic Repartitioning has a regulation regarding to

the task migration. In Dynamic Repartitioning, τi is allowed to immigrate to Cdst

only when Ldst never exceeds 1.0 by tasks to be released in Cdst before τi ends. As

far as this regulations is kept, the scenario that a newly released task breaks the
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schedulability of the core with migrated tasks will never happen.

However, checking the regulation is a complex and time consuming problem itself

because it requires exhaustive search of all the release points of all the tasks in the

destination core earlier than the dead-line of the task in migration. Thus in Dynamic

Repartitioning, a heuristic algorithm is used.

A task to be migrated allocates slack in Cdst as much as the required performance

load to complete the task within its dead-line. Slack of a core is categorized into

permanent slack and task slack. Permanent slack is the remaining load from the

utilization of the initial partition. Task slack is generated by the early completed

tasks.

Figure 4.2 (a) shows the partitioned state of a core which has τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4

in it. And the utilization of each core is 0.1, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. In Figure

4.2 (a), there is no task slack because no task is executed yet and permanent slack

left is 0.3. If τ4 completes and cc4/p4 was 0.1, 0.2 of processor load was left, now

the task slack of τ4 becomes 0.2.

If enough slack is prepared in a core, the core is able to execute additional tasks

without breaking the dead-lines of all the tasks it runs. For example if Um is 0.7,

then permanent slack of Cm is 0.3. With Cycle Conserving EDF, Lm never exceeds

Um. Thus an additional task set with utilization less than 0.3 is safely migrated to

Cm.

Task slack is defined as Equation 4.10. Because li is wi/pi before the completion

of τi, si which is the task slack of τi is 0 before the completion of τi. After the

completion, li is updated to cci/pi. Thus si becomes (wi − cci)/pi then.

si = wi/pi − li (4.10)

If a task migration occurs, there should be enough slack for the task in the

destination core. The additional performance load for τi which is migrated to Cdst

is expressed as Equation 4.11. The added term of right hand side of the equation

is same as the added term in the right hand side of Equation 4.6. Equation 4.11

means that τi consumes slack of slack owner as much as b(τi, slack owner). slack

owner can be either a core if the slack is a permanent slack or a task if the slack is
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Figure 4.2: Example of permanent slack and task slack
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a task slack.

b(τi, slack owner) = b(τi, slack owner) + (wi − cci)/(pi − tc) (4.11)

The reason that Equation 4.11 have cumulative form is that a task is able to be

migrated multiple times in a period and thus it happens to be scheduled by using

the same slack multiple times in that period.

If τi which was already migrated to a slack is about to be migrated to the other

core, it can be thought that τi completes earlier than its WCET. Thus b(τi, slack owner)

where slack owner is the source slack of the migration have to be updated as Equa-

tion 4.12.

b(τi, slack owner) = b(τi, slack owner)− wi − cli
di − tai

+
cci − cli
di − tai

(4.12)

The reason that the b in the right hand side of Equation 4.12 exists is same as

that of Equation 4.11.

All b value of τi is reset to 0 at the new release of τi as Equation 4.13 because

until then the additional processor cycles have been provided to every core as much

as the task takes from it.

∀Cm ∈ S, l(τi, Cm) = 0 when τi is newly released (4.13)

As mentioned before, there should be a slack that is able to accept the increase

of L when a task immigrates. Permanent slack have no time limit about it. Total

amount permanent slack remains same as long as system runs. However, a task

slack is variable. If the slack owner of a task slack is released, then the task slack

becomes 0 and the immigrated task that is using the slack should be moved out to

the other slack. Thus if a task slack is used for a migration, then the slack owner’s

dead-line should be later than the migrated task in it.
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4.2 Algorithm

Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm which is based on the described scheme in Section

4.1 is defined in Algorithm 1-2.

Algorithm 1-2 is executed upon release and completion of tasks. At every release

point, a task is returned to its originally partitioned core to be executed. And all

the processor cycles which is required for the last period of the task was provided

already. Thus the additional performance requirement for the task in all the cores

except the original core should be removed at the release point. And also task-

bound variables like ta, cl and di should be updated by following Cycle-Conserving

algorithm. After these operations, Dynamic Repartition function is called to correct

the unbalance from the new release of the task.

Dynamic Repartition function is called also after the completion of a task. The

additional performance demands for the completed task of the cores in which the task

have run are removed. And the variables about the task are also updated with the

actual execution time. After these operations, based on the updated information

Dynamic Repartition function is called again to correct the altered dynamic load

balance among cores.

Dynamic Repartition function moves tasks from Cmax to Cmin until it is not

able to continue. Actually there is no need for the destination core to be Cmin.

If any core except Cmax becomes destination core, then the energy efficiency will

be improved whether large or small. However, selecting Cmin as the destination is

following Worst-Fit heuristic which generates the well-balanced partitions.

The victim task to be migrated is chosen by Γ function. Γ gets Csrc which is

the source core as its parameter and returns the task with the smallest performance

demand among tasks scheduled in Csrc at the calling time.

Even if there is much difference between Lsrc and Lmax, without appropriate

slack any task can not be migrated. In the suggested algorithm, Try to Migrate

function is defined to check the slack for the migration and if there is slack for

the victim task in the destination core, it will do the actual migrating operation

by calling Migrate function. Try to Migrate check permanent slack first. If the

permanent slack of the destination core is not enough to the victim task, it searches
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appropriate task slacks in the destination core. The reason to check permanent slack

first is to reduces the overhead to find the slack.

After finding the slack, the slack information is updated. the slack is reduced

by b(τi, the chosen slack) and the victim task and the destination core is passed

to Migrate. In Migrate the source slack which the victim have used is updated as

Equation 4.12 and the information about the victim task like cl, ta and Φ is also

updated.

Once the migration is completed, Dynamic Repartition picks up Cmax and Cmin

based on the updated dynamic load and repeat the same procedure. This loop ends

when the dynamic loads of Cmax and Cmin reverse by the migration or there can

not be found any appropriate slack to be used by the migration.

4.3 Proof of Correctness

To guarantee that the suggested algorithm keeps all the dead-lines of the tasks, the

following conditions should be hold.

• If the processor performance is decided by Algorithm 1-2, all the tasks will not

break their own dead-lines.

• The processor performance decided by Algorithm 1-2 does not exceed 1.0.

That the suggested algorithm satisfies the two conditions is able to be proved as

follow.

Theorem 4.3.1. If the processor performance is decided by Algorithm 1-2, all the

tasks will not break their own dead-lines.

Proof. Assume that Ldst before τi was migrated into Cdst guaranteed the dead-lines

of all the tasks allocated to Cdst and τi was released and was not yet completed at

the moment of the migration. Then the additional processor cycles for the migration

of τi on Cdst does not be wasted in idle period until the completion of τi because τi

was ready to be executed at the moment of the migration.

Case 1. The dead-line of τi is violated.
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The added processor cycles are enough to finish τi before its dead-line. Thus

if τi is unable to be completed until its dead-line, there must be a task τj in Cdst

of which dead-line dj is earlier than τi and it used some from the additional cycles

before τi started its execution. In this situation, τj could not finish until dj without

the added cycles. And this is a contradiction to the assumption.

Case 2. A task τj of which dead-line dj is earlier than di violates its dead-line.

By EDF the execution of τi always starts after the completion of τj . Thus

the migration of τi does not affect anything to the schedule of τj . Moreover the

migration of τi brings additional performance when τj was executed. Thus τj would

break its dead-line even if the migration did not occur and this is a contradiction to

the assumption.

Case 3. A task τj of which dead-line dj is later than di violates its dead-line.

τi was completed before the start of τj . And the processor cycles consumed by

τi was compensated by the additional performance which τi brought to Cdst until

di. Thus at di the executed cycles of τj until then had to be same as that without

the migration. And after di the processor performance return to that without the

migration. As a result If τj was not able to be completed until dj , the processor

cycles would not be sufficient to finish τj until dj without the migration. This is a

contradiction to the assumption.

Theorem 4.3.2. The processor performance decided by Algorithm 1-2 does not

exceed 1.

Proof. Lm does not exceed Um by Cycle-Conserving algorithm. And by the assump-

tion of partitioning algorithm, Um does not exceed 1. Assume that τi was migrated

into Cm and from the moment Lm is decided by Algorithm 1-2.

Case 1. τi was migrated by using permanent slack Pm.

Because 1.0−Um = Pm, It is always true that 1.0−Lm > Pm. If the performance

demand for τi at the moment of the migration is less than Pm by definition of

the algorithm. Thus the combination of the added performance demand for the

migration and the original Lm does not exceed 1 always.

Case 2. τi was migrated by using task slack sj of which task τj and Φ(τj) = Cm.
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ii) The migration only occurs when di is earlier than dj and sj is more than the

performance demand for τi. Thus the additional performance demand for τi is less

than sj . Thus in case that τj did not finish until dj and the migration did not occur

Lm is more than that after the migration. Thus before di, Lm is less than 1.

If the performance demand after dj without the migration is L′m, it is always less

than 1.0. The additional performance demand for the migration will be removed at

di. Thus after di, Lm will be same as L′m. As a result Lm after di will not exceeds

1.0.

4.4 Summary

The Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm that is described in this section maintains the

balance of dynamic utilization among cores on the fly and thus lowers the operating

frequency in all cores on average. As a result, the dynamic power consumption is

expected to be significantly reduced.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Repartitioning
Rm is a set of tasks which are run in permanent slack Rm

Si is a set of tasks which are run in task slack si

Γ(Csrc) returns τr such that :
∀τi where Φ(τi) = Csrc, (0 < (wr−ccr)

(pr−t) ≤ (wi−cci)
(pi−t) ) ∧ (Φ(τr) = Csrc)

upon task release (τi) :
for( ∀Cm ∈ S)

Lm ←− Lm − b(τi, Cm)
Rm ←− Rm + b(τi, Cm)
Rm ←− Rm − {τi}
b(τi, Cm) ←− 0

for( ∀τj ∈ T )
Cn ←− Π(τj)
Ln ←− Ln − b(τi, τj)
sj ←− sj + b(τi, τj)
Sj ←− Sj − {τi}
b(τi, τj) ←− 0

Cn ←− Π(τi)
b(τi, Cn) ←− wi/pi

Ln ←− Ln + b(τi, Cn)
si ←− 0
Si ←− {τi}
Φ(τi) ←− Π(τi)
cli ←− 0
tai ←− di

di ←− di + pi

Dynamic Repartition ()

upon task completion (τi) :
Cm ←− Φ(τi)
Lm ←− Lm − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
if (∃Rn such that τi ∈ Rn)

Rm ←− Rm + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Cm) ←− b(τi, Cm)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)

else if (∃Sj such that τi ∈ Sj)
sj ←− sj + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, τj) ←− b(τi, τj)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)

Dynamic Repartition ()
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Algorithm 2 Dynamic Repartitioning (Cont’d)
Dynamic Repartition () :

while (true)
Csrc ←− Cmax

Cdst ←− Cmin

τi ←− Γ(Csrc)
L′src ←− Lsrc − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
L′dst ←− Ldst − (wi − cli)/(di − tai)
if (L′src < L′dst)

break
else if (Try to Migrate (τi, Cdst) = failure)

break

Try to Migrate (τi, Cdst) :
if ((wi − cci)/(di − ti) ≤ Rdst)

Rdst ←− Rdst − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, Cdst) ←− b(τi, Cdst) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Rdst ←− Rdst ∪ {τi}

else if (∃sj such that (Φ(τj) ∈ Cdst) ∧ ((wi − cci)/(di − ti) ≤ sj) ∧ (di ≤ dj))
sj ←− sj − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, τj) ←− b(τi, τj) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Sj ←− Sj ∪ {τi}

else
return failure

Migrate (τi, Cdst)
return success

Migrate (τi, Cdst) :
Csrc ←− Φ(τi)
if (∃Rn such that τi ∈ Rn)

Rn ←− Rn − {τi}
Rm ←− Rm + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Csrc) ←− b(τi, Csrc)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)

else if (∃Sj such that τi ∈ Sj)
Sj ←− Sj − {τi}
sj ←− sj + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Csrc) ←− b(τi, Csrc)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)

Lsrc ←− Lsrc − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)
Ldst ←− Ldst + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
cli ←− cci

tai ←− tc
Φ(τi) ←− Cdst
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5. Dynamic Core Scaling

5.1 Problem and Approach

Multicore processors have a higher energy efficiency than equivalent unicore pro-

cessors because they can produce the same throughput at lower clock frequencies.

This benefit, however, is primarily due to the reduction of their dynamic power

consumption.

But the condition is not same for the leakage power. Leakage power increases

as the scale of fabrication technology advances. Generally a five-fold increase in

leakage current which is the source of the leakage power is predicted with each

technology generation [34]. And it is proportional to the total number of circuits,

which is significantly larger in a multicore processor than in a traditional unicore

processor. Thus multicore processors and finer fabrication technologies both increase

the proportion of the leakage power to the total power consumption.

The ratio of leakage power to total power also gets higher as the operating

frequency decreases, because dynamic power is a cubic function of the frequency

and leakage power is a linear function. As a result increasing the number of cores

may result in a lower energy efficiency under low loads below a certain threshold

where the increased leakage power from the increased core dominates the decreased

dynamic power. The relationship between power consumption, operating frequency,

and number of cores is depicted in Figure 5.1. While under high task loads having

more cores is always more efficient, below a certain task load having more cores

actually consumes more energy. In the assumed environment this point lies at about

1.2 GHz that is 0.4 times the maximum performance.

Most commercial multicore processors are designed with the ability to dynami-

cally adjust the number of active cores. Each core is independently able to make a

transition to any of the standard ACPI processor states [35, 27]. Some leakage power

can thus be saved by simply adapting the number of active cores to the task set load
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Figure 5.1: Expected Power Consumption as a Function of Task Load for Various
Multicore Processors

at the initial stage statically. Because the dynamic utilization is always changing,

however, an even higher energy efficiency can be achieved with dynamic approach.

In this section we suggest a Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm which changes the state

of each core on the fly.

To determine the optimal number of cores, the relationship between task set

utilization, the number of active cores, and the total power consumption must be

identified. We analyze this relationship using the power model introduced in Sec-

tion 3.2.

Because the execution pattern of a task is not related to the number of active

cores, the relative performance F is a function of only Utotal and the total core

number m as given by Equation 5.1.

F = Utotal/m (5.1)

As we are concerned with dynamic behavior, we should use the dynamic utiliza-

tion instead of the static utilization.
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F = L/m (5.2)

Furthermore, recall that the real clock frequency is expressed by Equation 5.3.

f = F · Fmax (5.3)

Equation 5.4 defines the power consumption expectation function X. Its pa-

rameters are n, the number of active cores, and L, the dynamic utilization of the

task set. This equation is derived from Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.13. Vdd is

expressed by Equation 5.5, which is derived from Equation 3.11 and Equation 3.12.

X(L, n) = n(CLV 2
ddf + Lg(VddIsubn + |Vbs|Ij)) (5.4)

Vdd =
(fLdK6)

1
ε + Vth1 −K2Vbs

K1 + 1
(5.5)

The function X can be used to determine the number of active cores n that

minimizes X for a given L.

Equation 5.4 will be frequently used, but is rather complex that it may introduce

a non-negligible overhead. For real-world implementation, we therefore recommend

a hash table that maps L to the optimal number of active cores. This allows the

optimal number of active cores to be decided at a constant and minimal time cost.

Returning to the main problem, note that the appropriate core number for a

system is not always the power-optimal core number derived from X. It may happen

that a given task set simply can not be scheduled on the power-optimal number

of cores. The problem of deciding the power-optimal core number which is able

to schedule a given task set is of NP-hard complexity because the power-optimal

scheduling problem of framed real-time task sets which is the special instance of the

problem we are dealing have NP-hard complexity [31]. Conversely whether or not

the optimal number of cores can schedule a given task set is thus also an NP-hard

problem [12]. As a result, we need to find a heuristic algorithm that can obtain a

near-optimal solution.
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5.2 Algorithm

We suggest the following Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm as a heuristic solution

for the problem, as defined in Algorithm 3-6. The meaning of the variables and

functions which are not defined in Algorithm 3-6 follow the definition in Section 3.1

and Chapter 4

Algorithm 3-6 has similar structure to Algorithm 1-2. At the moment of the

start and the end of task execution, the information about the task is updated and

based on the updated dynamic load the algorithm tries to balance the dynamic load

of cores by migrating tasks from Cmax to Cmin.

However, before calling Dynamic Repartition function, it determines the optimal

core number for given L, which is newly updated with each change in the task

state. If the optimal number is smaller than the current number of active cores,

Try to Shrink will be called to reduce the number of active cores. If the optimal

number exceeds the current number of active cores, the Expand function will be

called to increase the number of active cores.

To deactivate a core, all the tasks in the victim core should be exported to other

cores. Try to Shrink tries turning off a core with the lowest dynamic load. Because

the possibility to success in exporting all tasks of the core is easier than that of the

others.

After choosing the victim core, the exporting procedure of tasks in it follows

First Fit way different from Dynamic Repartition which uses Worst Fit algorithm

because after the shrink operation Dynamic Repartition function will be called and

the tasks will be redistributed in Worst Fit way. Thus the way of exporting tasks

does not affect the energy efficiency in a broad view. Similar to Dynamic Repartition

permanent slack is more preferred than task slack in choosing the target slack.

If Try to Shrink was able to export all the tasks allocated in the victim core, it

returns success after deactivating the victim core. Or it returns failure. Right after

the failure is returned, there may be significant unbalance among the dynamic loads

of cores due to the migrated tasks from the victim core. However, the unbalance

will be resolved by dynamic repartitioning. The shrinking operation will be repeated

until the actual number of active cores matches the optimal number of active cores
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Algorithm 3 Dynamic Core Scaling
I is the set of inactivated C
A is the set of activated C
Ncur returns the number of currently activated cores
Cexp returns the core with the highest U in I
Cshr returns the core with the lowest L in A
Cmax returns the core with the highest L in A
Cmin returns the core with the lowest L in A and not in D
Ω(L) returns n for the lowest X under L in Equation 5.4
Γ(Csrc) returns τr such that :

∀τi where Φ(τi) = Csrc, (0 < (wr−ccr)
(pr−t) ≤ (wi−cci)

(pi−t) ) ∧ (Φ(τr) = Csrc)

upon task release (τi) :
for( ∀Cm ∈ S)

Lm ←− Lm − b(τi, Cm)
Rm ←− Rm − b(τi, Cm)
Rm ←− Rm − {τi}
b(τi, Cm) ←− 0

for( ∀τj ∈ T )
Cn ←− Π(τj)
Ln ←− Ln − b(τi, τj)
sj ←− sj + b(τi, τj)
Sj ←− Sj − {τi}
b(τi, τj) ←− 0

Cn ←− Π(τi)
b(τi, Cn) ←− wi/pi

Ln ←− Ln + b(τi, Cn)
si ←− 0
Si ←− {τi}
Φ(τi) ←− Π(τi)
cli ←− 0
tai ←− di

di ←− di + pi

if (Cn ∈ I)
while(Try to Keep Sleep (τi) = failure)

Expand ()
Nopt = Ω(L)
while (Ncur < Nopt)

Expand ()
Dynamic Repartition ()
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Algorithm 4 Dynamic Core Scaling (Cont’d)
upon task completion (τi) :

Cm ←− Φ(τi)
Lm ←− Lm − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
if (∃Rn such that τi ∈ Rn)

Rm ←− Rm + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Cm) ←− b(τi, Cm)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)

else if (∃Sj such that τi ∈ Sj)
sj ←− sj + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, τj) ←− b(τi, τj)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)

Nopt = Ω(L)
while (Ncur > Nopt)

if(Try to Shrink () = success)
Dynamic Repartition ()

Dynamic Repartition () :
while (true)

Csrc ←− Cmax

Cdst ←− Cmin

τi ←− Γ(Csrc)
L′src ←− Lsrc − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
L′dst ←− Ldst − (wi − cli)/(di − tai)
if (L′src < L′dst)

break
else if (Try to Migrate (τi, Cdst) = failure)

break
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Algorithm 5 Dynamic Core Scaling (Cont’d)
Try to Migrate (τi, Cdst) :

if ((wi − cci)/(di − ti) ≤ Rdst)
Rdst ←− Rdst − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, Cdst) ←− b(τi, Cdst) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Rdst ←− Rdst ∪ {τi}

else if (∃sj such that (Φ(τj) ∈ Cdst) ∧ ((wi − cci)/(di − ti) ≤ sj) ∧ (di ≤ dj))
sj ←− sj − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, τj) ←− b(τi, τj) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Sj ←− Sj ∪ {τi}

else
return failure

Migrate (τi, Cdst)
return success

Migrate (τi, Cdst) :
Csrc ←− Φ(τi)
if (∃Rn such that τi ∈ Rn)
Rn ←− Rn − {τi}
Rm ←− Rm + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Csrc) ←− b(τi, Csrc)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)

else if (∃Sj such that τi ∈ Sj)
Sj ←− Sj − {τi}
sj ←− sj + (wi − cli)/(di − tai)− (cci − cli)/(di − tai)
b(τi, Csrc) ←− b(τi, Csrc)− (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)

Lsrc ←− Lsrc − (wi − cli)/(di − tai) + (cci − cli)/(di − tc)
Ldst ←− Ldst + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
cli ←− cci

tai ←− tc
Φ(τi) ←− Cdst
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Algorithm 6 Dynamic Core Scaling (Cont’d)
Expand () :

Cm ←− Cexp

Activate Cm

for (∀τi where Π(τi) = Cm)
si ←− wi/pi

Try to Shrink () :
Cm ←− Cshr

for (∀τi where Φ(τi) = Cm)
if (∃Cn ∈ A where Rn ≥ (wi − cci)/(di − tc))
Rdst ←− Rdst − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, Cdst) ←− b(τi, Cdst) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Rdst ←− Rdst ∪ {τi}

Migrate (τi, Cn)
if (∃τj where (sj ≥ (wi − cci)/(di − tai)) ∧ (dj > di))

sj ←− sj − (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
b(τi, τj) ←− b(τi, τj) + (wi − cci)/(di − tc)
Sj ←− Sj ∪ {τi}
Migrate (τi, Π(τj))

if (¬∃τk where Φ(τk) = Cm)
Deactivate Cshr

return success
return failure

Try to Keep Sleep (τi) :
if (∃Rm > (wi − cci)/(di − tc))

Try to Migrate (τi, Cm)
return success

else if (∃sj such that ((wi − cci)/(di − ti) ≤ sj) ∧ (di ≤ dj))
Try to Migrate (τi,Φ(τj))
return success

return failure
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or a failure occurs.

If a task is newly released, the dynamic load will be raised. In that case the

optimal number of active cores may increase and it becomes required to activate

a inactivated core. The algorithm send the released task back to the its original

partitioned core. However, the original core may be inactive state at the moment.

Thus Try to Keep Sleep function tries to migrate the task of the slept core to the

other active cores. Apparently its role is similar to Try to Migrate. The difference is

that Try to Migrate tries to migrate only to the destination core which it gets as a

parameter while Try to Keep Sleep tries to migrate all the active cores in the system.

Thus Try to Keep Sleep has more overhead than Try to Migrate. However, because

the excessive active cores over the optimal configuration result in significant energy

waste, the overhead can be justified. If Try to Keep Sleep finds the appropriate

slack for the task to be exported, it calls Try to Migrate for the actual migration

operation.

If Try to Keep Sleep function was unable to find the appropriate slack and re-

turned failure, the dead-lines of the system are not guaranteed. Thus the algorithm

calls Expand to increase an active core.

5.3 Proof of Correctness

The task migration operation in Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm follows the way

used in Dynamic Repartitioning. Thus the guarantee of dead-lines is able to be

proved also by Proof 4.3 and Proof 4.3.

5.4 Summary

Dynamic Core Scaling adjusts the active core number on the fly to resolve the decline

of energy efficiency from the excessive number of cores. It decides the optimal

number of active cores to the current system load and tries to match it by migrating

the tasks in victim cores to the others. It follows the migration method of Dynamic

Repartitioning which was proven to guarantee the dead-lines. By this algorithm
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the waste of leakage power under low load which is a major drawback of multicore

architecture is expected to be relieved much.
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6. Evaluation

6.1 Evaluation Environment

The suggested algorithms were evaluated by simulating the model described in Sec-

tion 3.2. The simulator randomly generates task sets with user-defined properties

such as average period, average WCET, Utotal, and so on. It can also generate

initial partitions for the task sets with a variety of heuristics, including BFD (Best-

Fit-Decreasing), FFD (First-Fit-Decreasing), NFD (Next-Fit-Decreasing), and the

aforementioned WFD. The results of the suggested algorithms were compared to

Cycle-conserving algorithm for each task set.

There are many factors which can affect energy consumption in real-time DVS.

Based on related research [1, 22, 12, 20, 10, 21], we identified the factors given

in Table 6.1 as especially important and varied their values to simulate different

situations.

The number of integrated cores is from 4 to 16. Considering that a few quad

core processors are already in the market and within a decade processors with tens

or hundreds cores may be shipped [36], it is close to real-world configurations.

α in Table 6.1 is an upper limit on the u that a task can get. The u of the tasks

are randomly generated, and follow a uniform distribution under α. The task load

Table 6.1: Parameters used in the evaluation
Parameters Values

α 0.3

Number of Cores (m) 4, 8 and 16

Task Load ( U
m) about 0.5 and 0.75

Ratio of cc to WCET
Uniform distribution within

{0.3±0.2, 0.5±0.2 and 0.7±0.2}
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is U divided by m. This refers to the relative static performance demand of a core

when the tasks are partitioned into well-balanced sets.

The actual execution time of a task is generated whenever its new period starts

during the simulation. It is drawn from a uniform random distribution within one

of the predefined ranges given in Table 6.1. The benefits of the suggested algorithms

are expected to depend on the relationship between actual execution times and the

WCET. We thus define three different distribution ranges to obtain results under a

variety of realistic operating conditions.

6.2 Evaluation Results
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Figure 6.1: Energy consumption on multicore and multiprocessor, task load = 0.75
and avg. cc = 0.5

Before the evaluation of the suggested algorithms, as a preliminary study we

made a simple experiment to evaluate the energy loss from shared clock frequency

among cores which is dealt in this paper. Figure 6.1 shows the difference of energy

consumption between a multicore system and a multiprocessor system for same task

sets. Each processor in the multiprocessor system is assumed to have equivalent

performance and power consumption to a core in the multicore system. The number
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of processors in the multiprocessor system is same as the number of cores in the

multicore system.

The difference of energy consumption grows as the number of the cores equipped

in the system increases. About 10% of energy was lost with 4-core processor and

about 20% of additional energy was consumed with 16-core processor. It is because,

as the more cores are integrated, the probability that a certain core have strikingly

high performance demand also grows and the more cores have to follow that.

As was mentioned earlier, in traditional multiprocessor environments the WFD

method produces the most energy-efficient partition. This result is verified by our

simulations in the assumed multicore environment as well. Figure 6.2 shows the

results of combining different partitioning heuristics with the suggested algorithms.

The energy consumption is normalized in each case to that of the WFD partition.

WFD is definitely the most energy-efficient partitioning approach under the multi-

core system.

As expected, WFD is also the most energy-efficient partitioning approach un-

der our Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm. The energy consumption is noticeably

reduced, however, under all four initial partitions. Under low load conditions (0.5)

and the Cycle-conserving algorithm, the difference between BFD and WFD is 54%.

Under Dynamic Repartitioning, the difference between BFD and WFD is only about

15%. This is because the balance between the partitions was improved during run

time by Dynamic Repartitioning. Even under high load conditions, Dynamic Repar-

titioning conserves 13% of the energy consumed by the Cycle-conserving algorithm.

(This number refers to the BFD partition, but the other two non-WFD partitions

produce similar results.) Because WFD produces well-balanced partitions to be-

gin with, the benefit of Dynamic Repartitioning is significantly reduced but still

significant.

Considering Core Scaling under low load there is much performance margin and

for that a shrink operation successes with high probability. Thus the number of

active cores (and thus the energy efficiency) chosen by the algorithm barely depend

on the initial partition. Because during the shrink operations many repartitioning

operations done and the repartitioning operations are based on WFD. Compared to
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Figure 6.2: Normalized energy consumption for four initial partitioning algorithms
and three scheduling algorithms, at m=8 and avg. cc = 0.5
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Cycle Conserving, Dynamic Core Scaling consumed about 33% less energy in cases

not based on WFD and about 13% even in cases based on WFD.

The effect of the suggested algorithms on efficiency depends heavily on the task

set load, the actual execution times, and the number of cores in the processor.

Figure 6.3 presents the evaluation results of various actual execution time ranges

under the two task loads in a 4-core processor. At 0.5 task load and 0.3 average cc, if

all the tasks are evenly partitioned then the L of each core will be somewhere between

0.05 and 0.5. After some time, unfinished tasks and finished tasks may coexist

because the tasks have different periods. The actual L of a task thus tends to be less

than 0.5. In the assumed environment, the lowest available frequency is 0.33 times

the maximum frequency. Thus, when L is usually below 0.33 there may be little

difference between the Cycle-conserving and Dynamic Repartitioning algorithms.

This tendency is well illustrated by Figure 6.3a, Figure 6.4a, and Figure 6.5a.

As the difference between WCET and cc becomes more important, Dynamic

Repartitioning is expected to work better. This tendency is also apparent in the

evaluation results when the task load is high and the average cc is low. In the case

with average cc = 0.3 in Figure 6.3, Dynamic Repartitioning conserves 6% of the

energy consumed by Cycle-conserving.

Having more cores in a processor will lead to a greater waste of energy when

the performance demands on each core are very different. The effect of Dynamic

Repartitioning therefore grows with increasing core number. The corresponding bars

in Figure 6.3b and Figure 6.5b show that about 2% of the energy was saved more

when m=16 compared to m=4. But the difference is not as great as that obtained

by varying the relation between WCET and average cc.

As expected, Dynamic Core Scaling provides its best results when the task load

and average cc are low. When the task load is 0.5 and the average cc is only 0.3,

26% of the energy consumed by Cycle-conserving was saved (Figure 6.4). When

the task load and average cc are high, however, the power-optimal number of cores

exceeds the number of cores in the system; Dynamic Core Scaling thus provides no

additional benefit beyond Dynamic Repartitioning.

As Dynamic Core Scaling is founded on Dynamic Repartitioning, the task load
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Figure 6.3: Normalized energy consumption at m=4
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Figure 6.4: Normalized energy consumption at m=8
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Figure 6.5: Normalized energy consumption at m=16
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has less influence on its effectiveness than the dynamic utilization. In other words,

even when the task load is high, as long as the average L of the cores is low then

Dynamic Core Scaling will work well. When the task load is 0.75 and the average

cc is 0.3, for example, Dynamic Core Scaling still reduced energy consumption 9%

to 17% more than Dynamic Repartitioning alone.

It is also apparent that increasing m strengthens the effect of Dynamic Core

Scaling. More cores means a finer control over the power consumption and perfor-

mance of the processor. For example, consider the case of m = 4, U = 3.0, and

a task load of 0.75. Under these conditions, if any core drops into the sleep state

then U will be 1.0. In the equivalent case of m=16, U=12, and a task load of 0.75,

dropping one core only increase the task load to 0.80 – that is, by 0.05. In other

words, the increase in average performance demand caused by shrinking a core goes

down as the number of cores goes up. Dynamic Core Scaling thus produces better

results in processors with more cores.
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Figure 6.6: Normalized energy consumption on different cc distributions, task load
= 0.75 and α = 0.3

Both Dynamic Repartitioning and Dynamic Core Scaling were designed to antic-

ipate the change of dynamic load from indeterminism of actual task execution time.

Thus the distribution of cc certainly affects the effectiveness of both algorithms. To

analyze the effects we evaluated the energy efficiency under various widths of the
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distribution range besides the cc distributions defined in Section 6.1.

Figure 6.6 shows the results. As the range of cc getting wider, the effectiveness

of both Dynamic Repartitioning and Dynamic Core Scaling grows better. And with

the fixed cc of 0.5, Dynamic Core Scaling does not make any improvement of energy

efficiency. This is because the dynamic load of each core is also fixed when cc is fixed

and the load is about 0.5 of the maximum performance. This is above the shrinking

point. Thus there happens no shrinking operation under the configuration.

On the contrary, when range of cc is wide, the energy efficiency with Dynamic

Core Scaling dramatically grows. The reason of this phenomena is that Dynamic

Core Scaling reacted to even the short intervals of low load and draw the benefit

from them because the overhead to change the processor state is not counted in this

dissertation,
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Figure 6.7: Normalized energy consumption on different α values, task load = 0.75
and avg. cc = 0.5

By this experiment, it is verified that the effectiveness of both algorithms grows as

the unbalance from the indeterminism grows. However, the degree of the unbalance

is not dependent only on the distribution range of cc, but also α does affect the

unbalance from the indeterminism. For example, if cc is decided as 10% of WCET,

the generated unbalance from a task with u = 1.0 is bigger than that from a task

with u = 0.1. To analyze this effect upon both algorithms we evaluated energy
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efficiency with different α values for both algorithms.

As expected, bigger α draws better energy efficiency with both algorithms. Be-

cause the actual load was generated following uniform distribution, with α of 0.6

the average load will be 0.3 and this is an example of stereo-typed configurations in

the real world systems.
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7. Conclusion

7.1 Summary

Multicore architecture which dramatically reduces the power consumption while

maintaining the performance is expected to be used widely in the near future. This

trends will hold also in real-time systems because the performance demand of real-

time systems has been continually increased as well as the importance of energy

efficiency.

Even though the multicore architecture achieves high level of energy efficiency by

itself, DVS feature which is current de-facto standard energy saving mechanism in

modern processors has been employed by most of the multicore processors. However,

adopting DVS in multicore architecture have an inherent limitation that all cores in

a processor should work at the same performance level. The cause of this problem

is difficulty of design and high production cost to build independently performance

scalable multicore processors. This problem seems to remain in this decade.

As a result blind adoption of the existing DVS algorithms into multicore pro-

cessors causes waste of energy. To get energy efficiency fully from DVS enabled

multicore processors, a novel scheduling scheme which properly considers the limi-

tation is required.

In addition to the limitation of DVS, multicore architecture has another draw-

back in energy efficiency. To achieve higher performance, multicore processors inte-

grate more cores in them different from unicore processors which raise the operating

frequency. To get the same performance, more integrated cores consumes less dy-

namic power than a high clock unicore processor. On the contrary leakage power

which is consumed even while the processor does not execute any instruction, in-

creases because it is proportional to the number of integrated circuits. Thus leakage

power is more important in multicore processors than in traditional unicore proces-

sors due to their vastly increased number of integrated circuits.
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Under high load, lowered clock frequency from more integrated cores reduces

dynamic power and it offsets the increase of leakage power. On the contrary, under

low load the reduction of dynamic power is relatively low. Thus the increase of

leakage power sometimes becomes bigger than the decrease of dynamic power. As

a result, the high leakage power under low loads becomes a major weakness of

multicore processors.

This dissertation suggested two algorithms. The first one, Dynamic Repartition-

ing, is for reducing waste of energy from the constraint of DVS feature in multicore

processors. And the other, Dynamic Core Scaling, is for reducing leakage power

consumption of multicore processors under low load. Because the total power con-

sumption in a processor consists of dynamic power and leakage power, this disser-

tation considers all aspects of the power consumption in a multicore processor as a

result.

If without DVS, scheduling a periodic real-time task set for a multicore processor

is same as scheduling it for a multiprocessor system. This problem is known as NP-

hard problem and the widely used heuristic solution for this problem is partitioning

strategy. Also in this dissertation, the partitioning strategy is used for scheduling

periodic real-time tasks in a multicore processor. And similar to utilizing DVS in a

multiprocessor system, well-known Cycle Conserving DVS algorithm is used at each

core for deciding performance level. The maximum performance demand resulted

from Cycle Conserving algorithm among the cores is used for the entire cores.

In the assumed environment, the best-case dynamic power consumption is ob-

tained when all the processor cores have the same performance demand. However,

even if the initial partitioned state is well-balanced, there may occur significant un-

balance of dynamic load because the actual execution times of tasks change at every

period. Dynamic Repartitioning tries to maintain the balance of the performance

demands by migrating tasks between cores on the fly accompanying with dead-line

guarantee. To guarantee dead-lines even after the migration, we defined the notion

of permanent slack and task slack. By allowing the migration only when the appro-

priate slack for the migrated task is ready in the destination core we successfully

proved that Dynamic Repartitioning guarantees dead-lines of all tasks.
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To reduce leakage power, Dynamic Core Scaling adjusts the number of active

cores on the fly based on the dynamic performance demand. The adjustment is

made at every task release and completion point. Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm

tries to match the number of active cores to the optimal number of active cores for

the current dynamic performance demand. Similar to Dynamic Repartitioning, task

migrations from the core to be deactivated will be allowed only when the enough

slack exist in the other cores. Thus this algorithm also guarantees all the dead-

lines. However, because the finding the schedulability of a given task set on a

certain number of cores is a NP-hard problem, a matter of course our algorithm is a

heuristic and it does not guarantee the adjustment operation will always make the

number of active cores optimal.

The suggested algorithms were evaluated by simulations based on the system

model and methodology following the existing researches. The evaluations show

that Dynamic Repartitioning can conserve up to 25% of the energy consumed, and

that Dynamic Core Scaling can conserve up to 33%. When the WFD algorithm

is used to determine the initial task partition, Dynamic Repartitioning conserves

about 8% and Dynamic Core Scaling conserves about 26% of the energy consumed.

As mobile real-time systems grow more common, the demand for high-performance

processors will also grow. It seems likely that in the future, the throughput of pro-

cessors will be improved mainly by increasing the number of integrated cores. The

suggested algorithms efficiently reduce both the dynamic power and leakage power

of multicore processors. They are, thus, expected to be useful in mobile real-time

systems of future.

7.2 Future Work

This dissertation analyzes the loss of energy from the constraint of DVS in multicore

processors to execute periodic real-time task sets. And to lessen this problem we

also suggested theoretical solutions which does not count the temporal overhead for

task migration, performance setting and processor state changing.

Although the effectiveness of the suggested algorithms was verified by precise
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evaluation, in the real world system the overheads sometimes make dead-line breaks

which result in critical error. Thus it is hard to adopt the suggested algorithms

as they are into the strict real-time systems. The modification to anticipate the

side-effects from various system overheads is required for the application to the real

world systems.

Moreover because the suggested algorithms are heuristics, sometimes they are

barely effective and still have computational overheads. For example if the actual

execution time of each task is identical to its worst case execution time, both of the

suggested algorithms do not have effect at all. Thus the comparison of energy over-

head and energy benefit from the suggested algorithms should be done dynamically

in the run-time and the algorithms have to be applied only when the benefit is bigger

than the overhead. With combination of this method and the suggested algorithms,

the energy efficiency can be improved with less overhead when the actual execution

time of a task depend on those of others.

As described above, if the practical approaches are added to the theoretical bases

which were suggested in this dissertation, the application of multicore processors for

the real-time systems is expected to bring improved energy efficiency along with the

much elevated performance.
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�Ð �Ð�� Z�}�Ér Û¼ÀÒÛ�©�̀¦ %3��̀¦ Ãº e����. ����"f \O�>���H �¾ÓÊê 10�̧� s�?/\� 16>h_� �ï

#Q\�¦ »1ÑF�ô�Ç áÔ�Ð[j"f_� 1px�©��̀¦ \V|
���¦ e����. ô�Ç¼#�, o�\O���e�� r�Û¼%7��Ér �Ö̧6 x #3�

0A�� V,�#Qt��¦ e��Ü¼ 9 ��H&÷̈½¹כ l�0px %i�r� 4�¤ú̧�K�t�Ù¼�Ð YO�w��ï#Q áÔ�Ð[j"f��H �¾Ó

Êêo�\O���e��r�Û¼%7�\�"f�̧V,�o�æ¼{9��.���s	כ �t�ëß�, YO�w��ï#QáÔ�Ð[j"f��H1lx&h�Ü¼

�Ð áÔ�Ð[j"f_� $í
0px�̀¦ �̧]X��#� \��-t� ò́Ö�¦$í
�̀¦ 7£x��r�v���H DVS l�0px�̀¦ &h�6 x½+É

M:, [O�>� x9� ]j�̧ q�6 x_� ë�H]j�Ð �̧��H �ï#Q�� °ú �Ér $í
0px�̀¦ ��6 xK������H ]j��� �̧|	�

�̀¦ °ú��¦ e����. ����"f l��>r_� YO�w�áÔ�Ð[j"f o�\O���e�� r�Û¼%7�\�"f ��6 x÷&%3�~�� \��-

t� ò́Ö�¦$í
�̀¦ Z�}s�l� 0Aô�Ç l�ZO�[þt�Ér Ãº&ñ
 \O�s� YO�w��ï#Q\� &h�6 xr� ò́Ö�¦s� y���è�>�

�)a��. �:r �7Hë�H�Ér l��>r_� YO�w�áÔ�Ð[j"f\�¦ 0Aô�Ç ��w�39_ç
 ·ú��¦o�7£§[þt�̀¦ :�xK� ��w����

�)a I�Û¼ß¼ !Ó	 z�́'�� õ�&ñ
 ×�æ �ï#Q\� ½+É{©��)a I�Û¼ß¼[þt�̀¦ 1lx&h�Ü¼�Ð F�C�u��<ÊÜ¼�Ð+� ç�H

1pxô�Ç �Ð×¼_� ì�rC�\�¦ Ä»t����H 1lx&h� F���w�39_ç
(Dynamic Repartitioning) ·ú��¦o�7£§

�̀¦ ]jîß�ô�Ç��. ]jîß����H ·ú��¦o�7£§�Ér I�Û¼ß¼[þt_� X<×¼������̀¦ ï�rÃº� 9 z�́'��r�����

����o���H I�Û¼ß¼[þt_� z�́]j z�́'�� r�çß� M:ë�H\� �ï#QZ>��Ð 1lx&h�Ü¼�Ð ����o���H �ï#Q_�

�Ð×¼[þt�̀¦ ç�H1px�>� ú́�ÆÒ#Q 1lx&h����§4�(dynamic power)_� �èq�\�¦ ×�¦�����. �:r �7Hë�H�Ér

X<×¼������̀¦ t�v� 9 I�Û¼ß¼\�¦ s�1lx�l� 0AK� %ò
½̈ _þtÏþ�(permanent slack)õ� I�Û¼ß¼

_þtÏþ�(task slack)s�����H¿º��t�7áxÀÓ_�Ä»Êër�çß�>h¥Æ��̀¦&ñ
_��%i�Ü¼ 9s�\�¦�Ð@/�Ð

]jîß����H ·ú��¦o�7£§s� X<×¼������̀¦ ï�rÃº���H �¦̀�	כ 7£x"î
�%i���. YO�w��ï#Q_� ¢̧ ���

_� ���&h��Ér 7£x��ô�Ç ¾º[O����§4�(leakage power)s���. |9�&h��)a �r�Ð_� Ì�	Ãº�� q����&h�Ü¼�Ð

7£x��ô�Ç YO�w��ï#Q áÔ�Ð[j"f��H Ä»m��ï#Q áÔ�Ð[j"f\� q�K� ú́§�Ér �ª�_� ¾º[O����§4��̀¦ �è

�̧� 9 ±ú��Ér ÂÒ�\�"f��H �ï#Q\�¦ 7£x[O��#� %3���H 1lx&h����§4�_� s�1pqs� ¾º[O����§4�_� 7£x

��\�¦ �©��W�t� 3lwô�Ç��. s��Qô�Ç \��-t� �<Hz�́�̀¦ ×�¦s�l� 0AK� �:r �7Hë�H�Ér 1lx&h� ���1lx �ï

#Q �̧&ñ
(Dynamic Core Scaling)s�����H l�ZO��̀¦ ]jîß�ô�Ç��. 1lx&h� ���1lx �ï#Q �̧&ñ
 l�ZO�

�Ér �&³F� ÂÒ� �©�I�\�¦ ���½ÓÜ¼�Ð þj&h�_� �ï#Q Ì�	Ãº\�¦ íß�Ø�¦�#� õ��̧�>� ú́§�Ér �ï#Q��
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���1lx ×�æs������ {9�ÂÒ �ï#Q\�"f I�Û¼ß¼[þt�̀¦ �̧¿º s���� r���� +' �ï#Q\�¦ q��Ö̧$í
�or�v�

��H ~½ÓZO�s���. s� M:, I�Û¼ß¼[þt_� s�1lxÜ¼�Ð ���ô�Ç X<×¼�����_� gË>K��� {9�#Q��t� ·ú§6£§

�̀¦�Ð�©��l�0AK�1lx&h�F���w�39_ç
\�"f��6 xô�ÇÄ»Êër�çß�>h¥Æ��̀¦s�6 x�%i���. ]jîß�

���H ·ú��¦o�7£§[þt�Ér l��>r �'aº�� �7Hë�H[þt\�"f V,�o� ��6 x�)a r�Û¼%7� �̧4Sq�̀¦ ���� ]j����)a

r�ÓýtYUs�'�\�¦ ��6 x�#� $í
0px î̈
��\�¦ �%i���. î̈
�� ���õ���H l��>r_� Ä»m��ï#Q6 x DVS

·ú��¦o�7£§��� Cycle-Conserving ·ú��¦o�7£§õ� q��§�%i���. r�ÓýtYUs���� ���õ� ]jîß����H

1lx&h� o���w�39_ç
 ·ú��¦o�7£§�Ér \��-t� ò́Ö�¦$í
s� a%~�Ér WFD ·ú��¦o�7£§Ü¼�Ð ��w�39_ç


�̀¦ ô�Ç �©�I�\�"f {9�ìøÍ&h���� �â
Äº 8% ��|¾Ó_� ÆÒ��&h���� ���§4� ]X�y�� ò́õ�\�¦ �Ð%i���. \��-

t� ò́Ö�¦$í
�̀¦ �¦�9�t� ·ú§�Ér ��w�39_ç
 ·ú��¦o�7£§�̀¦ ��6 xô�Ç �â
Äº 25%��t� \��-t� ò́

Ö�¦$í
 �¾Ó�©�s� e��6£§�̀¦ SX�����%i���. ¢̧ô�Ç, l�ìøÍs� ÷&��H ��w�39_ç
 ·ú��¦o�7£§\� �'a>� \O�

s� ���]j�� Ä»��ô�Ç \��-t� �è�̧\�¦ �Ðe��Ü¼�Ð+� 1lx&h� o���w�39_ç
Ü¼�Ð ���K� �íl� ��w�

��� �©�I�ü< Áº�'a�>� 0px1lx&h�Ü¼�Ð \��-t� ò́Ö�¦$í
s� a%~�Ér ��w���� �©�I��Ð ����o���H �	כ

�̀¦ ·ú� Ãº e��%3���. 1lx&h� ���1lx �ï#Q �̧&ñ
 l�ZO��Ér ÂÒ��� ±ú��̀¦ M:, WFD\�¦ ��6 x�%i��̀¦

�â
Äº ��� 26%, WFD\�¦ ��6 x�t� ·ú§�Ér �â
Äº��H ��� 33% ��|¾Ó_� Z�}�Ér ���§4� ]X�y�� ò́õ�\�¦

�Ð%i���. s�\�¦ :�xK� 1lx&h� ���1lx �ï#Q �̧&ñ
 l�ZO��Ér YO�w��ï#Q áÔ�Ð[j"f_� ÅÒ¹כ ���&h����

¾º[O����§4�_� �èq�\�¦ �Ð¢-a½+É Ãº e��6£§�̀¦ SX����½+É Ãº e��%3���.
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ḈÔ �� �+ ;³�

ú́§�Ér ì�r[þt_� �̧¹¡§s� \O�%3������ �:r ���½̈��H ¢-a$í
|̈c Ãº \O�%3��̀¦ �.���9�m}	כ t�èß� 7�̧� 6>h

�Z4_� r�çß� 1lxîß� $�\�¦ t��̧K�ÅÒr��¦ ��Ö�¦�Q ~ÃÌ��õ�&ñ
�̀¦ a�¦����¦ �Ð|ÃÐ÷&>� ��}9� Ãº e��

�̧2�¤ K�ÅÒ��� s�ï�r"é¶ �§Ãº_��_� �ÉrK���H ú́��Ð ���t� 3lw½+Éëß��pu ß¼z��m���. ú́§�Ér ���½̈

\�"f ¿ËÒ6xô�Ç ��ØÔgË>�̀¦ ÅÒ$4�~�� �̂����Ãº �§Ãº_��õ� Ðqt5px§>= �§Ãº_��a��̧ ���d��#Q�2; y����

\�¦ ×¼wn�m���. ��åÔ��� ��î�rX<�̧ ]j �7Hë�H_� d����\�¦ ú́ �� �è×�æô�Ç _�|
��̀¦ ÅÒ��� î�r�&³Ãº,

ô�Ç8̈�Ãº �§Ãº_��õ� ���l� x9� �����/BN�<Æ ���/BN ë�H|	�Äº �§Ãº_��a��̧ U�·s� y����×¼wn�m���.

�:r ���½̈_� r�����̀¦ �<Êa�ô�Ç 6 x�:rs�\�>� y����×¼wn�m���. 6 x�:rs�_� =åSl��Ð �:r ���½̈

��H ½̈�̂�o|̈cÃºe��%3�_þvm���. ��Ö�¦�Q, r�ÓýtYUs����_�]j���õ� î̈
��\�¦���'��ô�Ç���½©\�>�

�̧ y����\�¦ ×¼wn�m���. ���½©_� �̧§4�Ü¼�Ð U�·s�ü< ���ø@$í
�̀¦ °ú�ð�r z�́+«> ���õ�\�¦ %3��̀¦ Ãº

e��%3�_þvm���. ¢̧ô�Ç, s��:r_� ì�r$3��̀¦ �̧ü<ÅÒ�¦ ò́õ�&h���� ³ð�&³ ~½ÓZO��̀¦ ¹1Ô��ï�r �&³"î
ô�Ç

��?/s���8A#Qèß�1lx«Ñ������%ò
s�\�>��̧y����_���6£§�̀¦���½+Ëm���. �:r���½̈_� �̧��H/BN

�Ér 0A_� ì�r[þt\�>� [�t������ ���½Ó� 9, <�Êr����̧ e���̀¦ �̧ÀÓ��H ���&h�Ü¼�Ð $�_� Õþ�e��e��

�̀¦ µ1ßy���H ��{9�m���.

$3��� õ�&ñ
ÂÒ'� t��FK��t� ú́§�Ér ���C�[þt_� �̧¹¡§�̀¦ :�xK� �<Æë�H_� [j>�\�¦ C�0>M®o_þvm�

��. ~ÃÌ�̧�&³ ���C�_��, �̧5px×þ� ~ÃÌ��_��õ� �<Êa�ô�Ç ���½̈ �â
+«>�Ér $3�~ÃÌ�� õ�&ñ
�̀¦ :�xd�¦#Q 	�H

�̧¹¡§s� ÷&%3�_þvm���. �̧Zþt�̧ �<Æë�H_� U�́\�"f jËµ	�>� &ñ
������H �̂�ô=l� ~ÃÌ��_���̀¦ :�xK�

ú́§�Ér 6 xl�ü< �B}©��̀¦ %3��̀¦ Ãº e��%3�_þvm���. ���½̈z�́ Òqt�Ö̧s� Ä»�l��¦ a�¦����̧2�¤ �̧ü<

ÅÒ��� þj&ñ
8̈� ~ÃÌ��_��\�>��̧ y����\�¦ ×¼wn�m���. ���]j�� l�Õüt&h���� ë�H]j\� @/K� "î
�lô�Ç

K����Õþ��̀¦ ?/Z�~��¤~�� y©�&ñ
¹¡¤ ~ÃÌ��_��\�>��̧ y����×¼wn�m���. K�~ÃÌô�Ç t�d��Ü¼�Ð #��Q ��

t�\�¦ ��ØÔ5gÅÒ��� �̂� ñ×�æ ���C�_��\�>� y����×¼wn�m���. $�\�¦ ú́§s� 6£x"é¶K�ÅÒ$4�~�� �̂�$í


¢-a ���C�_��\�>��̧ y����×¼wn�m���. ��Ö�¦�Q (��ÉÓ'� ½̈�̧ ���½̈z�́�̀¦ :�xK� �������̀¦ ë�B>��)a

ú́§�Ér ���C�_��[þt_� ¿ËÒ6xô�Ç �̧���[þts� 	�H �̧¹¡§s� ÷&%3�_þvm���.

ýaØ�æÄº[�t ���¦ Óüæu�_� 8"î
Ü¼�Ð r����ô�Ç ���½̈z�́ 1lxl�[þt. "Á	��� 5px�<Æs�+þA, ���9 U�·

�Ér �&³½̈+þA, 11�̧��̀¦ �<Êa� t�?/�:r s�î�r ñ ~ÃÌ��ü< �̂��B\P� ~ÃÌ���� ~ÃÌ�� õ�&ñ
?/?/ �<Êa�

�>� ÷&#Q 	�H a�¦��¹¡§s� ÷&%3�_þvm���. ��Ö�¦�Q, �<Æ�§\�¦ *�z�¤t�ëß� �©���Hs�, 1lx�&³s�ü< ���

"é¶s�+þA��t� ¿ËÒ6xô�Ç 1lxl�[þt�̀¦ ëß�èß� ��\	כ @/K� y�������H ��6£§ ÷�r{9�m���.

���½̈z�́ Òqt�Ö̧�̀¦:�xK� ú́§�ÉrÊêC�_��õ�°ú s��ÃÐf�Ë�9M®o_þvm���. #î
 ñ+þA,6 x�:rs�,���s�,



&ñ
�&³s���HÂÒ7á¤ô�Ç$�\�¦b���¦���½̈\�¦�<Êa��%i�~���.���K�y����×¼wn�m/@�\	כ y����_�8A

#Qèß� �̧§4�õ� F�0px  ü�ì�r\� a%~�Ér ���õ�[þt�̀¦ %3��̀¦ Ãº e��%3�6£§�̀¦ l�åÔ>� Òqty��½+Ëm���. ��

Ö�¦�Q �B5pxs�+þA, �&³���s�, "î
F�, 1lx$í
s�+þA, 8̈�ÅÒ  ü�ì�r\� ���½̈z�́ Òqt�Ö̧_� ��t�}�� Y>�K���H

r�çß� ����Ht� �̧\�¦ &ñ
�̧�Ð a�¦���>� t���y�¤_þvm���. ���½̈z�́_� l�Ñüæ ��î�rs��̧ /BI a%~�Ér

$í
õ�\�¦%3�#Q$í
/BN&h�Ü¼�Ð�<Æ0A\�¦��u�l�\�¦��³1Ñm���. ��Ö�¦�Q���½̈\� B����½+ÉÃºe���̧

2�¤ ú́§�Ér �̧¹¡§�̀¦ ÅÒ%3�~�� (��ÉÓ'� ½̈�̧ ���½̈z�́_� �̧��H ÊêC�_��[þt\�>� y����\�¦ ×¼wn�m���.

�¦1px�<Æ�§M:ÂÒ'�t��FK��t��<Êa�ô�Ç ñô=s�, +þA¹¡¤s�, +þA½©, "é¶%ò
s�, �&³Ãº\�¦q�2�©�

#� �<Æ�§\�¦ *�èß� ���$3�s�, �&³���s�, #î
$3�s�, <�ªF� Õªo��¦ "fÖ�¦@/�<Æ�§\�"f \P�d��y� �<Æë�H

\� B�������H &ñ
ç�Hs�, #î
��Hs�, \P�d��y� ���r Òqt�Ö̧�̀¦ ���H Äº$3�s�, ��³%3�s�\�>� �¦ú́���

��H ú́��̀¦ s� /åJ�̀¦ :�xK� �����¦ z�·_þvm���. s� ü@\��̧ �̧��H �����;õ��<Æ�¦ 1lxë�H �2;½̈[þt\�

>��̧ y����_� >pw�̀¦ ���½+Ëm���. �r��\� ��m���H �2;½̈[þt�Ér �¦5Åq 5px����̀¦, �<Æ>�\� e����H �2;

½̈[þt\�>���H �<Æî�r�̀¦ l�"é¶½+Ëm���.

[j�©�_� �̧��H ÂÒ�̧_��[þts� ��d���̀¦ 0AK� ��³�����¦ �BÒqt�̀¦ ô�Ç��t�ëß�, &ñ
�̧_� 	�s�

��H e���̀¦ �.���9�m}	כ ��!Qt�ü< #Q Qm�a�"f��H #Q�9Ö�¦ M:�� jËµ[þt M:�� �̧f�� ��d���̀¦ 0A

K� ���Òqt�̀¦ ����¦ ¶ú����̧$4�����H �¦̀�	כ ú̧� ·ú��¦ e��_þvm���. ]j�� KAIST����H ¿ËÒ6xô�Ç �§

¹¢¤ 8̈��â
\� e���̀¦ Ãº e��%3�~�� �,̧�	כ Õªo��¦ �<Æ0A õ�&ñ
�̀¦ ��Áºo� ½+É Ãº e��%3�~�� �̧�	כ ÂÒ

�̧_��[þt_� s��Qô�Ç ��³���s� \O�%3������ ]X�@/ Ô�¦��0pxÙþ¡�̀¦ �.���9�m}	כ ��!Qt�ü< #Q Qm�_�

l�@/\� #Q�FM��t� ·ú§>� ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ \P�d��y� ���x_þvm���.

��0A\� @/K� ÂÒ�̧_�� 3lwt� ·ú§>� ú́§�Ér &ñ
$í
�̀¦ @Ås�¦ >�r���H �©��̧_���̀¦ Òqty������ ��

6£§s� ��>pw½+Ëm���. ���]j�� $�ü< ]j ��7á¤�̀¦ 0AK� �¦�����¦ E�æ¼r���H �̧_þv�̀¦ �Ð���"f

·ú¡Ü¼�Ð �8¹¡¤ ¿ËÒ6xô�Ç ��0A�� ÷&#Q �Ð²ú�K�����x����H Òqty���̀¦ ½+Ëm���.

s�]j W1²ú�s�����H Âúª�Ér r�çß�s� t�z�¤t�ëß� [j�©� Áº%Á	�Ð�� �è×�æô�Ç Äºo� ��[þt ���"é¶

s�\�>� y����½+Ëm���. |	�y©���¦ »1Ï \O�s� ß¼��H ���"é¶s�_� Ö�©6£§�Ér [j�©�\�"f ���©� 	�H 6£x

"é¶s�%3�_þvm���. ��t�}��Ü¼�Ð�-Áº����|½ÓÛ¼�Qî�r��_���?/���%ò
s�\�>���r�ô�Ç���y��

��×¼wn�m���. ���%ò
s�_� �&³"î
�<Ê  ü�ì�r\� Äºo� ��7á¤�Ér t��FK�̧ ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧ [j�©� #Q�"� ��

|ÃÐ[þt�Ð�� '��4�¤�<Ê�̀¦ b��#Q _�d��u� ·ú§_þvm���.

s� ü@\��̧ ú́§�Ér ì�r[þt_� �̧¹¡§s� \O�%3������ ]j�� #�l���t� �̧��H ��Ér	כ Ô�¦��0px Ùþ¡�̀¦

�.���9�m}	כ q�2�¤ #�l�\� ���/åL�t� ·ú§�Ér ì�r[þts��� ½+Ét����̧ ���]j�� y�������H ��6£§�̀¦

°ú��¦e������H�.���9ÅÒr�l���³1Ñm����K¦̀�	כ ·ú¡Ü¼�Ð�̧\P�d��y����x_þvm���. ��>pwô�Ç�'a

d��Ü¼�Ð t�&�ú<ÅÒr�l� ��³1Ñm���.
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